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Unique among other books on tennis, this guide to the best and most influential Jewish tennis

players in the history of the sport includes features and biographies of the greatest players,

stories of both break-out success and anti-Semitism, and the history of tennis in the

Maccabiah Games. The book features information on the surprising number of former and

current Jewish tennis players in the game, including a few very well-known players who have

partial Jewish heritage. Beginning with the Italian Baron Umberto de Morpurgo in the 1920s,

readers will meet a fascinating cast of internationally acclaimed Jewish players and learn their

stories, including that of the best German player who was prevented from playing by the Nazis,

the player who competed on both the men’s and women’s tour, the only fully Jewish player to

rank number one in the world, and the player who was denied entry into a country to play a

Women’s Tennis Association tournament—in the 21st century. This history also discusses the

ways in which Jewish individuals have been instrumental behind the scenes, playing key roles

in the growth of tennis into one of the world’s most popular sports.

About the AuthorSandra Harwitt is a freelance sportswriter who specializes in tennis. Over the

course of her career, she has covered more than 70 Grand Slam tournaments for media

outlets such as the Associated Press, ESPN.com, ESPNW.com, the Miami Herald, the New

York Times, and Tennis magazine. She is a member of the International Tennis Writers’

Association and the Association for Women in Sports Media. She lives in Boca Raton, Florida.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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The Inner Game of Tennis: The Classic Guide to the Mental Side of Peak Performance

Marilyn E. Marcellino, “Wonderful Stories of Great Players. The Greatest Jewish Tennis

Players Of All TimeReview by Marilyn & Frank MarcellinoYou don’t have to be Jewish to buy

Sandra Harwitt’s book. She has artfully woven a superb fabric of stories about world class

tennis personalities, using their Jewish heritage as the common thread. We are not Jewish,

play little tennis, but Sandra’s ability to paint with words brought insight and enjoyment to every

page. Very few people know the player’s background. She tells it as she heard it through

interviews and longstanding friendship. Reading about world famous tennis players from

earlier days is fascinating and offers perspective when watching the game today.While

watching many of the up and coming players at the French Open Trials in Boca Raton we

learned of Sandra’s expectations for those players. She was invariably right. To sum it up we

highly recommend the book it’s an easy, well written, informative read that we know you will

enjoy and recommend to others.”

Farid, “Lot to learn. My love and interest in history and tennis made me buy this book and I am

certainly glad to have it.”

Andrew Strasser, “Four Stars. interesting some interesting surprises”

Betty Shapiro, “This book was a fun read and I learned a lot that I never .... This book was a

fun read and I learned a lot that I never knew! I could only hope that maybe one day my son,

Noah, would be included in a future revised edition ;-)-Melanie Rubin”

JHM, “Not only for tennis fans. Regardless of whether you read this book because you like

tennis, Jewish sports stars or any other reason, you're bound to enjoy this. Covering a very

broad period of time, far predating the Open era, the author has done an a highly

commendable amount of research for each player. As one would totally expect of any book

about Jews, their personalities, skills and focus on being Jewish is widely varied. However,

before rushing to purchase this for a Bar or Bat Mitzvah gift, please note that for many of these

players, being Jewish was just incidental. That's what many of them told the author, so she is

merely conveying what was said in their interviews with her. The exception being Israeli

players, who while they may not be religious clearly are very much connected through their

Israeli heritage. In fact, it would be a spoiler if I tip you off to the most inspiring player in this

book who is an Israeli.”

Steven R. White, “the "The Greatest Jewish Tennis Players Of All Time" reminded me that ....

Beginning with Harold Solomon's foreword, the "The Greatest Jewish Tennis Players Of All

Time" reminded me that the pro tennis circuit has predominantely been, in Harold's elegant

words, "color blind and religiously accepting". As a long, blonde-haired teenage player from

Harold's era, I often experienced impressions of being different and I remember that same

feeling of acceptance when I first walked onto a tennis court. It was "all about that game" - no

matter who was on the other side of the net.I picked up this publication because I wanted to

read about some of the Jewish players who were at the top of the game during my early days

as an aspiring player. Many of those players are covered in this book and I was pleasantly

surprised as I thumbed through the pages - influenced by all of them, the gamestyles and



personalities of Tom Okker, Brian Gottfried, Brian Teacher, and Harold Solomon came to mind

when I first saw the title.As a lover of history, I was impressed by the author's use of genealogy

in the weaving of the players' accounts - in Umberto De Morpurgo's chronicle, dating all the

way back to 1390. I was particularly drawn in by Daniel Prenn's story . Daniel was the #1

ranked player in 1932 but was denied, beginning in 1933, the right to play Davis Cup for

Germany because he was of Jewish origin. He was needed but not wanted. Ironically in 1938,

the Nazis, not knowing Ladislav Hecht was Jewish, tried to recruit the Czech Davis Cupper to

play for Germany. "Not surprisingly, he passed on their offer," Harwitt writes.I could easily share

a little something from all the wonderful stories in this book, but that's the author's job. As

promised in her introduction, Sandra Harwitt truely does highlight and blend the best of very

different Jewish players in an informative and entertaing way. Transported in time, I so enjoyed

the read.Steven R. White--Author, Certified Tennis Instructor (Professional Tennis Registry)”

Lisa Stone, “A Welcome Addition to Both the Sports & Jewish Lit World. What a gift to the

tennis community to have this book available! It's a great resource for both history buffs as well

as young players coming up through the tennis development process. Sandra provides an in-

depth look at some of the players who have impacted our sport and gives inspiration to the rest

of us. Her writing style is engaging and informative. The perfect gift for your favorite tennis

players and a welcome addition to my own home library!”

Howard Blas, “I have already purchased several copies for gifts for friends and family who love

tennis and all things Jewish. I thought I knew a fair amount about Jewish tennis players. Then,

I picked up Sandra Harwitt's gem of a book! Harwitt has unearthed so many interesting Jewish

tennis stories unknown to most people, and she tells them in an entertaining manner. Harwitt

clearly knows the tennis world inside and out--she has covered more than 70 Grand Slam

tournaments! The curious reader can jump from chapter to chapter, following personal

favorites--but don't miss one of the last chapters on "Jewish Connections." No spoilers here

but you will learn things that will shock you about Boris Becker, Peter Sampras--even Rafael

Nadal. I have already purchased several copies for gifts for friends and family who love tennis

and all things Jewish!”

The book by Doug Cook has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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